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There are two (2) "internal revenue services" active in this country, one that works for the British 
Territorial Government, one that works for the Municipal Government. Both collect money from 
Americans "by mistake" and neither one are authorized by our actual government.

Many IRS Agents are under the impression that they are collecting money from you (Americans) to 
pay for running the government and for government services in general. That's the way it used to be 
many, many years ago. They -- and perhaps you -- have continued to assume that "normal course of 
business" because the changes were not properly explained or announced.

We call this circumstance "a lack of disclosure". It voids any inequitable or unconscionable contract 
as fraud, which is in essence, what has gone on here for decades.

The foreign government subcontractors of the Municipal United States Government simply 
"converted" everything more or less overnight, and didn't tell the average people of this country, and
as it turns out, didn't tell their own workers either.

So everyone went forward with the same assumptions of a "normal course of business" where people
pay taxes to support government services --- when in fact, something else was going on.

They (Municipal and Territorial Employees) were instead "hypothecating debt" against you (average 
Americans) and your assets and the assets of this country, and basically telling big, fat lies about 
you, your political status, and everything else they could lie about.

To fully grasp this situation, you must know some very peculiar things that most Americans are never
told. For example, did you know that the Municipal United States Government is a theocracy, run by 
the Roman Catholic Church?

No, I suspect that "news" will come as a big shock to most Americans, even Catholics, yet that is the 
truth and it has been this way since the Founding.

Provided with that tidbit of information, it will not seem so strange that in his First Inaugural Address, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt spoke of "consecrating" this nation--- the "nation" of the Municipal 
Government --- and of a "holy cause" ----which only makes sense if you are dealing with and in behalf
of a theocracy.

Which he was, as President of "the" United States.

So what was he blathering about and why was such a public "consecration" necessary?

He sold out the original Municipal Government which was Christian to the Roman Pontificate, which is
pagan.

So instead of being protected by the Office of the Pope, we were instead being prosecuted under the 
Office of the Pontiff. And of course, the Roman Government then sent its traditional bill collectors, the
Galli--- black robed priests of Cybele--- to collect.
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And they were none too careful about who they collected from nor the presumptions that they made 
about the political status and commercial and religious obligations of the people they imposed upon.
We were all suddenly mis-identified as tribal members owing tribute to Rome and as Sinners and 
Heretics, subject to the Inquisition run by the Dominican Order in Puerto Rico under the laws of the 
Spanish Inquisition.

And the politicians in Washington, DC, and the Queen, and the Pope all got cuts of the largesse that 
came pouring in as their private bill collectors --- all operating under color of law "as if" they were 
legitimate courts and "as if" they were actual representatives of our government--- began The Great 
Tribulation on our shores.

The Galli, the Bar Attorneys, were instructed to take anything they could, which of course, they have 
done.

The IRS/Internal Revenue Service, was instructed to collect "Peter's Pence"--- a once a year "gift 
tithe" styled as a "tax on income" to the Roman Church collected by the Inquisition on April 15th of 
every year---traditionally used to pay back the cost of Crusades.

So now it will not surprise you (Americans) to learn that all those "income taxes" you have been 
coerced and hounded and oppressed to pay all these years are in fact handled as "gift and estate 
taxes". And it will also not surprise you to learn that they have been collected based on "the 
assumption" that you have a private contract with the Roman side of the Church agreeing to this 
tithe, based on FDR's forced conversion of Municipal Employees back in 1934.

LOL.

Millions of lives have been truncated and ruined in this country and people have lived in fear of the 
Inquisition and even the Employees were fooled into thinking that they were doing something right 
by robbing and ruining people who never in fact owed a dime, weren't Municipal Employees, and 
weren't under any such obligation.

It's a wonder that we haven't all fallen upon the Churches and the IRS and the fake Courts and the 
politicians responsible and torn them limb from limb. It's a wonder that someone in some military of 
the world hasn't lobbed a missile at St. Peter's and taken out the whole nest of these con men and 
robbers once and for all.

So, here we are, looking down the barrel of yet another "Tax Season", and the thieves who have 
glutted themselves on our labor and resources and stolen trillions of dollars worth of credit "in our 
names" are trying to move their operations to China and trying to get us to agree that this was all 
okay, in exchange for making "private" restitution to a few people.

This is Formal Notice that the private remedies being offered to individual "natural persons" are 
insufficient to heal or in any way repair the vast bulk of the damage done to our country and cannot 
be used as an excuse to claim that the Pontificate or the Church or the Queen or the Municipal 
Government or the Territorial Government, either, have made remedy available in any meaningful 
sense.

This "remedy" was, as ever, not fully disclosed to the American Public, was not offered in Good Faith, 
and is merely another ruse to make false claims in commerce to the effect that we, our States and 
People, have "settled" our claims against the Holy See and the Queen's Government, when we have 
not.

We have not settled our claims against our erstwhile Subcontractors and do not "accept" whatever 
pittances are being offered to these few individuals who are insiders attempting to sell out their 
country and their countrymen under conditions of non-disclosure.

The Chinese Government is also hereby given Formal Notice of these facts and the likelihood of being
the next victim of these parasitical practices if they allow these pirates to come ashore and spread 
their pernicious two-faced "System" throughout China.

We, the States and People of this country, The United States of America, require the Territorial and 
Municipal Governments which are the responsibility of the Holy See and the Queen, to begin 



faithfully discharging their debts via Mutual Offset Credit Exchange and Exemptions which were 
promised but never fully disclosed nor made available to the victims of this Great Fraud.

We, the States and People of this country, The United States of America, hold the Holy See and the 
Queen's Government fully at risk and accountable for their Gross Breach of Trust with regard to us 
and for their mis-administration and theft of our assets both public and private via commercial fraud 
executed under color of law.

We, the States and People of this country, The United States of America, firmly declare that a full 
restoration of all our assets, both public and private, is owed, free and clear of any debt or 
encumbrance or presumption of contract apart from the clearly stated and enumerated provisions of 
our Constitutions.

A full and public restoration is required. Access to our purloined assets, including our American 
National Credit, is required. No "Mark of the Beast" system requiring RFID chipping or digital 
currencies is allowed.

We must be made whole in all respects, for all our people in their private capacities -- their land and 
rights and immunities must be returned and honored, whether or not they come forward to make 
individual claims, and without any deadline restrictions placed upon anyone's ability to make claims 
or receive back their property interests.

Nobody and no assets in this country are subject to discretionary legal presumption, unilateral 
contracts, or any unconscionable contract.

All our States and our County Governments must be released from any presumptions of 
enfranchisement or "abandonment" and all our public property must be returned to us, free and 
clear, in good order, and without remonstrance or delay.

All Municipal and Territorial Government Employees must be instructed to stand down and cease and 
desist all trespasses against Americans and American property, public or private. Americans are self-
identifying by (1) declaring and recording their political status and (2) joining their State Assemblies.
The American States and People are owed peace and Good Faith Service.

We are here to make sure that that is what we receive from now on. Any politicians working at cross-
purposes to that aim are to be removed from their private offices now.

Anyone proposing to offer Americans a private remedy which they in effect pay for themselves with 
more public debt, is in fact engaged in more self-interested fraud and is not offering any remedy.
The Popes and the British Monarchs for the past six generations have perpetuated this ungodly fraud 
upon our innocent and trusting people. The only appropriate remedies are those that the Popes and 
the British Monarchs pay back to us out of their pockets -- not ours.

For the interest of Americans who are still not fully up to speed concerning the limitations of the 
IRS/Internal Revenue Service, we highly recommend:

 http://tax-freedom.com/ta33027.htm
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